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NORTHERN LIGHTS: July Horoscopes

	By Jodie Cara-Lindley

Cancer (June 21 ? July 21)

Find joy in July. Consider yourself in the spotlight as birthday time approaches. Create rituals that honor your individuality and give

you space to shine. Trust your gut and that what you are feeling is the truth, in every moment.

Leo (July 22 ? August 22)

Wisdom comes from inside, so learn to listen to yourself Leo. Maybe it is time to slow down and tune into your inner wise being?

Maybe then you will feel more grateful for all that crosses your path. Even dynamos need quiet time.

Virgo (August 23 ? September 22)

Connect to the Source this month. For you, that is your own private list of to-dos. Feel your way to right action by taking tasks

step-by-step. By July's end your personal productivity will be up to speed, and you will feel much clearer.

Libra (September 23 ? October 22)

Inner peace in July comes from following your own star. Be confident and pursue your visions. Creativity and self-expression are

strong pursuits for you now. Honor yourself like you often do for others. It is your time.

Scorpio (October 23 ? November 21)

Your mind will be a buzz for the first part of July, and then your focus will shift to the realm of feelings. Best to listen to your gut

versus mind chatter in all cases. This will help you expand into a space most comfortable for you and your path forward.

Sagittarius (November 22 ? December 21)

Anchor your responses to July's challenges from a feeling-place. Freedom comes from self-nurturing, the home base, and sharing

time with loved ones. Tending to your heart is key now. This will help you feel more balanced and secure.

Capricorn (December 22 ? January 19)

You will feel a bit lighter in July. It is like the green light has been given to you, instead of red after red. Express new abilities and

expect a fresh perspective, as life gets moving again. Digging deep within can give you a special power.

Aquarius (January 20 ? February 18)

Seek the truth in July. What has been unfolding in your life is a review of what holds you back. Move through your blocks. You will

feel the load lessen a bit, making it much easier to gain ground. Align thoughts with action.

Pisces (February 19 ? March 20)

Creativity, feelings and imagination bring you victory in July. Allow yourself to expand in the direction of your heart, and you will

feel much freer. The way of Pisces now is the way of the artistic wanderer: full of inspiration and hope.

Aries (March 21 ?April 19)

You will feel like connecting to your roots this month. Being close to home and family gives you boundless energy. You will move

from feeling scattered to feeling grounded, especially if you take time to nurture your inner homebody.

Taurus (April 20 ? May 20)

What will be healing for you in July is to let your inner light shine. While you may crave recognition from others, remember that

true appreciation comes from within. Honor your gifts and let your creative genius out.

Gemini (May 21 ? June 20)

It is all about emotions this month Gemini. Feel your feelings, and release them. Don't get caught holding onto old emotional energy.

Take tender care of your heart, and seek loved ones you can trust. It is time to create true inner freedom.
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For more information about Jodie and astrology, visit www.EarthSkyJourneys.org.
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